
SUMMARY

This preliminary report records the discovery of multi-phased Neolithic occupation, Bronze Age
houses, Iron Age cist graves, and Anglo-Saxon settlement and industrial activity at Lanton Quarry in
the Milfield Basin.

s part of archaeological mitigation works for a new sand and gravel
quarry immedi ately north of Akeld Steads in the Milfield Basin (centred NT
95503110; see fig. 1), a phased programme of archaeological excavation on behalf of

Tarmac Northern Ltd is being undertaken across the ‘Lanton Quarry’ site as the topsoil is
stripped off. It will take around 5 years for the archaeological fieldwork to be completed. This
note is intended only as an interim statement summarising the results after the first phases of
work.

After a programme of close-spaced fieldwalking across the area of the quarry, which pro -
duced good evidence for Mesolithic and Neolithic occupation in the form of diagnostic stone
tools, excavation of 13 ha took place between 2006 and 2009.

The excavations have revealed evidence for multi-phase Neolithic settlement activity at
several locales across the stripped area based on the pottery associated with these features.
The Neolithic features included four trapezoidal and three triangular structures with associ -
ated hearths, together with many other pits that contained discarded midden material (fig. 2).
The Neolithic archaeology was divided into two main areas of activity with northern and
southern concentrations; the southern area hugging the sand and gravel terrace edge. The
pottery recovered from the site so far includes a substantial quantity of Carinated Bowl,
Impressed Ware and a few fragments of Beaker. The stone tool assemblage includes 10 pos -
sible cobble tools, a large quern rubber and saddle querns and a variety of flint blade tools.
Charred organic material was recovered from many contexts and so there is good potential to
date much of this occupation accurately. The pres ence of formal structures associated with the
Neolithic pits provides an important oppor tunity for understanding the character of Neo -
lithic settlement in the region. A spot date of 4640 ±40BP (Beta-231340) was returned for one
of the Neolithic pits.

Three unenclosed Bronze Age roundhouses have been discovered, each possibly associated
with a nearby post-built rectangular building (fig. 3). All were heavily truncated but one
retained evidence for a porch and was very similar in form to the two Late Bronze Age houses
discovered a few kilometres to the north at Cheviot Quarry (Johnson and Waddington in
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press). This latter house also produced a small assemblage of Flat Rimmed Ware pottery. Spot
dates of 3220 ±50BP (Beta-231343) and 3130 ±40BP (Beta-231341) were returned from a single
post-hole from two of the houses. Four six-post rectangular structures have also been dis -
covered close to the roundhouses, together with a possible fifth building, and although these
have yet to be dated and their function remains unknown it is just possible that they may
have served as granaries or storage structures associated with the roundhouses.

Two unusual cist-type graves were found, one of which was well-preserved in its lower
sec tion, whilst the other had been more heavily truncated due to the long history of
ploughing on the site (fig. 4). The better-preserved of the two revealed a stone-lined grave box
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Fig. 1 Location map showing the site of Lanton Quarry, the flint scatter spread over the site and
the known cropmarks in nearby fields (based on Ordnance Survey data, copyright OS, 

reproduced by permission, Licence no. 100045420).
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Fig. 2 Plan and photograph of one of the Neolithic buildings.
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Fig. 3 Plan and photograph of one of the Bronze Age roundhouses.
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set within a pit that had been constructed using Cheviot rock (granite and andesite) to make
a small corbelled chamber into which a crouched inhumation of what is probably an elderly
woman was placed. The head was found resting on a specially placed stone pad. A radio -
carbon date of 2045 ±35BP (SUERRC-22817 (GU-18643)) on a long bone from this individual
has been obtained which calibrates to the first century BC at 1 sigma. Formal Iron Age burials
are unusual in England and certainly in Northumberland and so this discovery marks an
impor tant new addition to the burial record of this period for the region. More of these graves
may survive on the site.

In addition to the prehistoric discoveries mentioned further irregular post-built structures
have been excavated but as yet their chronological status remains indeterminate, but it is
hoped that a radiocarbon dating programme will resolve the dates of these features.

An Anglo-Saxon settlement and industrial site was discovered in the southern part of the
site with the terrace edge marking its southern and western boundaries, while to the north its
formal extent was demarcated by a fence line, with a secondary fence line showing internal
bound aries within the settlement (fig. 5). To the east the site was truncated by an existing gas
pipe line but this settlement appears to continue further in this direction. The complex consists
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Fig. 4 The Iron Age cist burial
containing the skeletal remains
of an elderly woman.
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of two rectangular post-built buildings and two square post-built buildings with six sunken-
featured buildings and associated pits and postholes. One solitary sunken-feature building
was located 170m north of the settlement and is likely to have been a place where particularly
odious or messy tasks were undertaken at a good distance upwind from the settlement site.
The constructional form of the timber buildings and the sunken-feature buildings show clear
Anglo-Saxon affinities and compare directly with those discovered at Thirlings (O’Brien and
Miket 1991) and New Bewick (Gates and O’Brien 1998). A large quantity of finds were
recovered from the Anglo-Saxon site including 67 pottery sherds, coarse stone artefacts, 15
metallic objects, numerous loom weight fragments and two polychrome Anglo-Saxon glass
beads. In addition to the Anglo-Saxon structures a small circular post-built building was
recog nised, although it was truncated on one side by one of the sunken-feature buildings. A
spot date on a charred wood sample from one of its post-holes provided a date of 1520 ±40bp
(Beta-231339) which calibrates to the post-Roman/early Anglo-Saxon period and so could
represent a native British structure or a very early Anglo-Saxon one, though the construction
of circular buildings is not normally a feature of the Anglo-Saxon architectural repertoire. 

Carbonised material and charred wood fragments were recovered from many pits which
means that most features of interest on the site have the potential to be radiocarbon dated.
The botanical macrofossils have the potential to provide insights relating to early farming
practices, diet, economic organisation and land-use. Fragmentary bone and charred bone
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Fig. 5 Plan of the Anglo-Saxon buildings at the south end of the site.
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from the Anglo-Saxon remains in particular will add further information relating to stock-
keeping and butchery.

This site is providing an unusually detailed insight into prehistoric and early medieval
settlement in the region and we look forward to reporting future discoveries.
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